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7. The Sufi and Bhakthi movements played a part in growth and development of Vernacular 
    languages and literature. Comment.                                                     (15 Marks, 250 Words)

7. Emphasize on how technology can be used as a water conservation tool to attain 
   sustainability in different sectors.                                                              (10 Marks, 150 Words)

7. Coal remains a significant energy resource in India. Elaborate on the reforms under taken in
    the coal sector in the recent times.                                                                               (150W|10M)

7. COVID19 pandemic has amplified the need for Digital space. Discuss the impacts of 
    'Digital Divide', in relevance to the statement and the measures to bridge the same.
                                                                                                                     (10 Marks, 150 Words )

7. Fiscal Council will help in improving comprehensiveness, transparency and 
    accountability in Indian Economy. Analyse.                           (10 Marks, 150 Words)7. You are the secretary of Ministry of Home Affairs. Recently, a local NGO receiving foreign 
    funds has raised banners against some development projects in your country. Your wife is a 
    leading member of the NGO and has successfully mobilized people against the clearance given 
    by Environment ministry for some projects. Recently, the Intelligence Bureau (IB) submitted a 
    report highlighting list of NGOs with a foreign hand behind them creating false propaganda 
   against some projects to curtail your national growth. The NGO in this case wherein your wife 
   is involved also features in the list of NGOs identified as illicit and ill motived by IB. Upon 
   validation by you, license of these NGOs to receive foreign funds will be cancelled immediately

   a. Examine the various conflicts of interest you may face in proceeding this matter.
   b. What will be your course of action? Give reasons for the same  (20 Marks, 250 Words)

                                                                              Section B

7. Government envisions promoting natural (organic) farming that would lead to reduction of yields
     in initial years but increased yields in later years. But, farmers are risk averse and believe that 
     natural farming would not fetch them more income. Being agriculture officer, how would you
     change the attitude of farmers and make them embrace natural farming.   (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. You are the District Collector and you are faced with a situation in which you want to select the 
    ‘best public servant’ from your district. The following are the five of your subordinates 
    recommended by Minister and you are supposed to choose one among them:

    i. Mr. A is a Sub-Collector belonging to All India Services. He is best known for his integrity. He 
       did not even marry to avoid a conflict of interest. But he is least compassionate among the five
      shortlisted officers. You know in many disasters he was very late to reach the spot depicting lack
      of empathy in him.
   ii. Mrs. B is an Assistant Collector belonging to State Civil Services. She is known for promoting
       gender equality in your district. She decided not to marry so that she can inspire women that they
       don’t want a male support. She is highly respected by women for this. But she lacks an important
       value. Repeatedly, you found her being uncritically biased to women and blindly hating men. 
       This affected many of the decisions taken by her.
  iii. Mrs. C is a Tahsildar. She is known for being compassionate to weaker sections. Her taluk is the
       only one in India to have eradicated begging. She takes her lunch every day in one or other 
       household from marginalised community, this empowered such people. But she is corrupt and 
      demands bribe from very rich people alone.
  iv. Mr. D is an Engineer working in PWD of your District. He is known for his incorruptibility and 
       innovation in engineering projects. He is overseeing a railway bridge project which is going to be 
       the cheapest and tallest in the world. But he is notorious for his laziness and carelessness. 
       Recently a water supply project finished by him was proved to have leakage defects and attracted
       public protests.
   v. Mr. E is the Chief Medical Officer of your district. He is known for giving best healthcare service
      and your district has received award from central government for cheapest but high-quality health 
      service in government hospitals. But in the private hospital he owns, he is known for charging 
      exorbitant prices from patients.

     Answer the following:
    a) Each of the above officers owns a noble ethical value and also lacks another important value. 
        Identify them.                                                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)
    b) Whom will you choose from the above five and for what reasons? Justify.
                                                                                                                            (10 Marks, 150 Words)

                                                                         SECTION B

7. Mr. Rajesh is the District Superintendent of Police (SP). In his district, a 23-year-old woman has 
   been raped and a local MLA has been accused in the case for the crime. Initially FIR against the
   MLA was not taken despite family of the victim has protested. Later, Supreme Court directed the 
   local station to register FIR against the MLA. The MLA and four other accused have been taken 
   into custody for investigation now.

   After few days, Supreme Court finds that there is no fair trial in this case. It was understood that, 
   the entire district police team is biased and favourable to MLA. The MLA’s circle has asked the
   girl to withdraw the case and gave death threats also.

   Supreme Court transferred the case to other State so that fair trial occurs. Now, the MLA is sure of
   getting convicted under a fair trial. Hence, the victim who is prime petitioner in the case was burnt
   to death in daylight by gangsters recruited by the MLA. This was done to ensure the case is closed
   without completion of trial. 

   a. What are the ethical issues in this case due to dereliction of duty by Mr. Rajesh?
   b. Considering the high-profile political pressures, what could have been the approach of Mr. 
        Rajesh?                                                                                                      (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. You live in a neighborhood which is known for high rate of crime in the city. One of the primary 
    reasons for this is the high prevalence of poverty in the area. One day when you were buying 
   groceries, you witness a robbery being committed. You intervene successfully to overpower the 
   robber and defuse the tension. The individual who attempted robbery in this case was a young kid. 
   When you question him for his intention to rob, he confides that he was forced to do so due to his
   dire family conditions. One of the customers in the establishment whom you know and trust 
   authenticates the story of this kid. Many in the store including the owner of the grocery store want 
   to turn him over to the police so that it acts as a lesson for others to not take up such activities in 
   the future. However, you along with few other customers feel sympathy for the kid and do not want
   to see him being turned over to the police.

   In this context, answer the following questions: 

  a) Considering his family condition, do you think it was morally right on part of the kid to rob the
      store even though stealing is immoral?
  b) Identify the pros and cons associated with turning him over to the police and pardoning him.
  c) What course of action will you take in this situation? Justify the reason for your course of action
                                                                                                                            (20 Marks, 250 Words)

CORE ( Intensive )

7. Mr. Hari is a Cooperative Bank employee. He has been an efficient employee, and has 5 years of 
    experience. Shockingly, Hari was found to have siphoned off some funds. It was unearthed that, of 
    late, he become a drug addict and to meet the expenses he siphoned off public funds. Consequently,
    he was terminated from the employment.
    Six months after his retirement, you have been appointed as Additional Registrar of cooperatives. 
    One day, in the early hours, Hari reaches you with tears and agony. He explains his excruciating 
    experience for the last 6 months. He suffered gangrene in his hand due to unscrupulous use of drug
    injections and so his hand was removed and replaced with an artificial hand. He was under 
    deaddiction and rehabilitation process for last three months. Though he gathered courage to give up
    drugs, loss of employment created immense suffering, he pleads for reinstatement to the job, else he
    informs that helplessly he has to go back to drugs or commit suicide.
    In this context answer the following:
   A. What are the dilemmas you face?
   B. What will be your course of action?
   C. How will Civil Services values guide you in this regard?                             (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. Mr. Arogyaraj is an IAS Officer posted as Deputy Commissioner of a district. He has been an 
    empathetic officer and compassion to weaker sections has been his natural tendency. One fine day,
    he receives a call from his wife who breaks down and cries out loud. She explains that, a random 
   young person has posted an abusive and vulgar comment about her profile picture in Facebook. He
    is infuriated and exasperated by the indignation, he leaves for the Superintendent of Police office, 
   en route to it, there has been a bus accident and also kilometers ahead a protest by transgender 
   group which he ignores. He reaches the SP office,his wife was already there and in minutes the 
   young guy has been summoned to the SP office.

  Arogyaraj outpours his anguish and slaps the man severely. His wife encourages this act, as she is 
  agitated and he gets excited hearing her voice and kicks the man with his boots. Observing this, the 
  SP signals to Personal Assistant of Arogyaraj to stop this, but the later tries to no avail.
 
  Is the act of Arogyaraj an ideal reaction from a Civil Servant? If not so, why?
                                                                                                                             (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. Your state came to public scrutiny after number of dead bodies were floating in a river. Health 
    experts analyzing Covid-19 pandemic suspected these could be Covid deaths that gone 
    underreported. A PIL filed at the High Court led to orders for audit of death data and unearth real 
    number of deaths. The new data shown 72% rise in Covid deaths.
    In sequel, the top court orders investigation of death toll numbers. The health experts have 
    observed many reasons for data irregularities and called it death scam. The reasons are: impending
    elections in many states so an image of keeping pandemic under control so that ruling dispensation
    is given ticket once again, bureaucratic apathy to collect data fro rural areas, deaths in private 
    hospitals. Doctors working in Government Hospitals have also diverted considerable number of
    patients to their private clinics, this was the modus operandi in half of the states. Such
   diversion taken deaths out of government radar.
   You are the District Collector and data discrepancies happened in your district also. While
   you are a public spirited officer, your concentration in disease control led to negligence of
   data integrity and this was misused by politicians and local bureaucrats who manipulated
   death data. Your wife owning private clinic while working in Government Hospital has also
   done such diversion.
   CID is ordered by the court to investigate the matter. If you agree with bureaucratic
   inefficiency as cause your reputation will be maligned, if you point fingers at doctors of your
   district your wife will be under pressure. There is also huge pressure on you from
   subordinates and local politicians to tackle the investigation tactically so that none of them
   are caught.
   Answer the following:
   a. Considering the above facts of the case, what will be your course of action?
   b. If the MLA approaches you and claims that the CID officer going to investigate is a
      corrupt one, there is a possibility of collusively evading the investigation by  influencing and    
      bribing the CID officer, will you exercise this option?                                (20 Marks, 250 Words)

7. ‘Bharatmala Pariyojana’ is a project of national pride. You are the Divisional Engineer 
     responsible for implementing the national project of Bharatmala. The project involves   
     construction of highways, expressways, hinterland roads, etc. You are given the project of 
     designing and managing construction of a expressway connecting Chennai and Banglore. You
     purchased raw materials worth of Rs. 10,50,000 crores.
    After purchase you come to know the grade of iron you ordered is wrong and unsuitable for the 
    project. The mistake is exclusively from your team and yourself. You cannot return back the iron
    rods now. If unused it may lead to loss of public funds of huge volume.The Minister for 
    Infrastructure comes to your rescue and makes an offer to you. He claims he can arrange for 
    transfer of these iron rods to a railway project in other state and erase the mistake done by you. 
    But he wants a help from your side. As a central minister he committed a mistake of planning 
    5000 Kms of rail road in your adjacent State instead of required 4500 Kms. He did this against 
    the advice of his secretaries and railway board officials. The budget money has been granted by 
    Parliament for the project. He does not have a good rapport with Prime Minister so he fears this 
    mistake may cost his post.
   What he planned was to force the Chief Engineer of your adjacent State to give clearance to the 
   extra 500 Kms of rail road construction. But the Chief Engineer rejected it citing unnecessary los
   of public money as a reason. Now the Minister wants you to accept the extra 500 Kms. The fact is
   your Division is already provided with surplus conventional railways and what is required is 
  Metro railways. So, the project is most unsuitable to your State.
  Discuss the dilemmas faced by you and delineate your response.                 (20 Marks, 250 Words)

4 (a) Describe ‘rule of law’ in the context of good governance. Examine the challenges for it in India. 
                                                                                                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)

4. (a) Discuss role of leaders and administrators like Kamarajar and S R Sankaran in
          reforming society for downtrodden interests.                                             (10 Marks, 150 Words)
4. (A) Suggest ways to strengthen probity in regulatory functions of State meant for a free
           market economy.                                                                   (10 Marks, 150 Words)
4. A) Do you think code of ethics and code of conduct can work in a case where moral
          consciousness is fragile? Comment critically.                   (10 Marks, 150 Words)
4. A) “The journey is as important as the goal”. Discuss the statement in the context of the
          means versus the ends debate in ethics.                                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)
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4. A) “In order to have faith in our own path, we do not need to prove that someone’s path is
         wrong.”—Paulo Coelho. Discuss in the context of significance of tolerance.
                                                                                                                (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. (b) Discuss the role of following instruments in strengthening ethics in governance:
         1. Ombudsman
         2. Public hearing
         3. Right to recall                                                                 (10 Marks, 150 Words)

3. (b) Exercising integrity by a Civil Servant effectively means ‘speaking truth to the power’.
          Do you agree?                                                                               (10 Marks, 150 Words)


